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Abstract

Jökulhlaups (glacial outburst floods) are known to have drained along the Jökulsá á Fjöllum river in Iceland during the

Holocene. However, little is known about their number, age, source, and flow characteristics. This paper provides detailed

geomorphological evidence for jökulhlaups that have routed from the Kverkfjöll ice margin and hence into the Jökulsá á

Fjöllum. Erosional evidence of jökulhlaups from Kverkfjöll includes gorges, cataracts, spillways, subaerial lava steps, and

valley-wide scoured surfaces. Depositional evidence includes wash limits, boulder bars, cataract-fill mounds, terraces,

slackwater deposits, and outwash fans. Some of these landforms have been documented previously in association with

jökulhlaups. However, subaerial lava surfaces that have been scoured of the upper clinker, gorges within pillow–hyaloclastite

ridges, gorges between pillow–hyaloclastite ridges and subaerial lava flows, subaerial lava lobe steps, cataract-fill mounds, and

boulder run-ups are previously undocumented in the literature. These landforms may therefore be diagnostic of jökulhlaups

within an active volcanic rifting landscape. The nature and spatial distribution of these landforms and their stratigraphic

association with other landforms suggest that there have been at least two jökulhlaups through Kverkfjallarani. The Biskupsfell

eruption occurred between these two jökulhlaups. Kverkfjallarani jökulhlaups were very strongly influenced by topography,

geology, and interevent processes that together determined the quantity and nature of sediment availability. Such controls have

resulted in jökulhlaups that were probably fluidal, turbulent, and supercritical over large areas of the anastomosing channel bed.

Kverkfjallarani jökulhlaups would have had highly variable hydraulic properties, both spatially and temporally. The knowledge

of flow characteristics that can be gained from jökulhlaup impacts has implications for recognising jökulhlaups in the rock

record and for hazard analysis and mitigation within similar landscapes and upon other glaciated volcanoes.
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cene along the Jökulsá á Fjöllum river in northeastern

Iceland (Fig. 1). Geomorphological evidence for

jökulhlaups along the Jökulsá á Fjöllum has previ-

ously been presented largely from the northern distal

reaches of the river. That evidence includes the gorges

of Dettifoss and Ásbyrgi (Tómasson, 1973; Malin and

Eppler, 1981) and large expanses of eroded or



Fig. 1. Kverkfjöll volcano and the proglacial area of Kverkfjallarani

constitute the KVS. The present-day Jökulsá á Fjöllum river marks

the route of jökulhlaups known to have routed northwards from the

Vatnajökull ice margin.
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‘scabbed’ bedrock (Waitt, 1998, 2002; Saemundsson,

1973). Depositional evidence for the Jökulsá á Fjöl-

lum jökulhlaups includes large gravel bars (Tómasson,

1973; Waitt, 1998, 2002) and large boulder erratics

and boulder bars (Malin and Eppler, 1981; Waitt,
1998, 2002). The effects of jökulhlaups modifying

or producing erosional and/or depositional landforms

are termed jökulhlaup impacts.

Controversy surrounds the details of the Jökulsá á

Fjöllum jökulhlaups. The source of jökulhlaups into

the Jökulsá á Fjöllum has been proposed as the

Barðabunga caldera beneath western Vatnajökull

(Tómasson, 1973) and/or the Kverkfjöll volcano

(Waitt, 1998, 2002; Knudsen and Russell, 2002)

(Fig. 1). The passage of one (Tómasson, 1973), two

(Saemundsson, 1973; Waitt, 1998), and three (Waitt,

2002) jökulhlaups has been identified along the

Jökulsá á Fjöllum. It has also been suggested that as

many as four jökulhlaups of f 0.4� 106 m3 s� 1

(Helgason, 1987) have occurred along the Jökulsá á

Fjöllum. Many more jökulhlaups of a smaller magni-

tude have been recorded along the Jökulsá á Fjöllum

during historical times (Thórarinsson, 1950, 1959).

Whilst Knudsen and Russell (2002) interpreted sedi-

ments within the vicinity of Ásbyrgi to be the product

of high-magnitude sediment-rich jökulhlaups, no oth-

er detailed observations and measurements have been

made of the impacts of the Jökulsá á Fjöllum jökulh-

laups, particularly within the proximal reaches of the

river. Previous literature therefore makes no sugges-

tions as to the likely flow characteristics of the Jökulsá

á Fjöllum jökulhlaups.

Indeed, with the exception of volcanically trig-

gered sediment-laden flows or lahars (e.g., Carrasco-

Núñez, 1999; Waythomas et al., 2000; Waythomas,

2001; Giordano et al., 2002; Manville and White,

2003), knowledge of the rheology and behaviour of

fluidal flows from snow and ice-clad volcanoes is

generally poor. This lack of knowledge extends to

glacial outburst floods or jökulhlaups, which have a

range of volcanic and nonvolcanic trigger mecha-

nisms (Tweed and Russell, 1999; Björnsson, 2002).

Existing knowledge of the impacts and properties of

jökulhlaups is derived from just a small number of

events. In southern Iceland, the impacts of the 45,000

m3 s� 1 jökulhlaup that drained from Grimsvötn in

November 1996 were largely fluvial erosion and

deposition across the unconfined Skeiðarársandur

(e.g., Russell et al., 2001; Fay, 2002; Russell and

Knudsen, 2002). The 1918 Katla eruption that pro-

duced a jökulhlaup with a peak discharge of 300,000

m3 s� 1 also resulted in extensive deposition, in this

case across the unconfined Mýrdalssandur (Haralds-
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son, 1981; Jónsson, 1982; Maizels, 1989a, 1989b,

1991, 1993; Tómasson, 1996). In contrast, bedrock

erosional jökulhlaup impacts often characterise chan-

neled jökulhlaup routeways. Bedrock erosional

jökulhlaup impacts are well documented for the Lake

Missoula jökulhlaups that had discharges of up to 106

m3 s� 1 (Baker, 1973; Smith, 1993; Benito, 1997), and

for the Lake Bonneville flood, which was of the same

magnitude (Kehew and Lord, 1986; O’Conner, 1993).

Similar bedrock erosional and alluvial depositional

impacts characterise the Chuya and Katun valley Altai

jökulhlaups, which also had discharges of 106 m3 s� 1

(Baker et al., 1993; Herget, 2002; Rudoy, 2002).

Whilst models of both depositional and erosional

jökulhlaup impacts exist within unconfined alluvial

and confined bedrock jökulhlaup routeways, neither

has been tested for jökulhlaups occurring within an

active volcanic rifting zone, such as the Northern

Volcanic Zone (NVZ) of Iceland. It is important to

understand the characteristics of jökulhlaups within an

active volcanic rifting zone in order to examine the

effects of antecedent conditions such as topography,

geology, and sediment supply. Antecedent conditions

modify jökulhlaup hydraulics, which are initially

controlled by a jökulhlaup source, trigger mechanism,

and hence hydrograph (Tweed and Russell, 1999).

Since hydraulics control impacts, a thorough under-

standing of these factors is necessary for interpreting

the geologic record and for hazard analysis. This work

will therefore be particularly relevant for studies in

similar semiarid and/or volcanic landscapes and on

other glaciated volcanoes.
2. Aims

This paper has three main aims. The first is to

demonstrate that jökulhlaups flowed from Kverkfjöll

into the Jökulsá á Fjöllum. This is achieved through

the identification of landforms and hence routeways

within the Kverkfjöll proglacial zone that are inter-

preted to be the product of jökulhlaups. Secondly, this

paper will compare the impacts and therefore the

likely flow characteristics of the Kverkfjöll jökulhla-

ups to those elsewhere. Thirdly, as a product of the

first two aims, this paper presents a model of jökulh-

laup impacts from a volcano within an active volcanic

rifting zone.
3. Study site

Kverkfjöll is a glaciated stratovolcano and is part

of the Kverkfjöll Volcanic System (KVS) (Jóhannes-

son and Saemundsson, 1989) (Fig. 1). The southerly

component of the KVS is heavily glaciated and

comprises two subglacial calderas: a supraglacial lake

and a subglacial lake (Björnsson, 1976, 1988, 2002;

Björnsson and Einarsson, 1991). Both calderas are

several kilometres in diameter and lie at an elevation

of approximately 1600 m a.s.l. The Kverkjökull

glacier breaches the rim of the most northerly of these

calderas and descends within 6 km to approximately

900 m a.s.l. The proglacial area of the KVS is known

as Kverkfjallarani and is dominated by a series of

parallel volcanic pillow–hyaloclastite ridges, each

typically 100 m high and several kilometres long

(Jóhannesson and Saemundsson, 1989). These ridges

mark fissures that erupted beneath the Late Devensian

ice sheet (Karhunen, 1988) or f 12,000 BP

(Guðmundsson, 1997). Since the retreat of the Late

Devensian ice sheet and between the present-day

pillow–hyaloclastite ridges, postglacial subaerial lava

flows from the Biskupsfell eruption tend to fill the

valley floors (Karhunen, 1988). It is upon these

postglacial subaerial lava surfaces that the evidence

for large Holocene jökulhlaups from Kverkfjöll is

located.
4. Methodology

A set of criteria was developed from the literature

to distinguish landforms that are the product of

bedrock-channeled jökulhlaups from landforms that

are the products of other processes (Table 1A).

Whilst the spatial distribution of these jökulhlaup

impacts defines the flow routeways, the nature of the

impacts is indicative of the interaction between the

flow and the routeway. Therefore, this paper infers

the character of the jökulhlaup flows from geomor-

phological evidence.

Macroscale and mesoscale mapping and interpre-

tation of jökulhlaup impacts and hence of flow

routeways were made from 1:30,000 aerial photo-

graphs. Fieldwork undertaken during the summers of

2000, 2001, and 2002 comprised topographic sur-

veys of palaeochannel (valley) cross-sections and



Table 1A

Geomorphological key criteria for distinguishing bedrock-channeled jökulhlaup impacts

Key geomorphological criteria for

distinguishing bedrock-channeled

jökulhlaups

Geomorphological characteristics Selected references

Macroforms Anastomosing channel pattern of

valley-wide palaeochannels cut

into bedrock

Bifurcation separated by linear

ridges or streamlined residuals

Baker, 1978; Kehew and Lord, 1986;

Rudoy, 2002; Waitt, 2002

Deep trench-shaped valleys Contain underfit streams, trend at

an angle to regional slope,

constant width and side slopes

from proximal to distal reach

Baker, 1978; Kehew and Lord, 1986

Cataracts Dry waterfalls or headcuts Baker, 1973; Kehew and Lord, 1986;

Rudoy, 2002

Flow overspilling previous

drainage divides

Display ‘washed,’ abraded, and

plucked surface; may lead to a

cataract

Shakesby, 1985; Kehew and Lord,

1986

Scoured surface Extensive valley-wide extent of

microforms

Kehew and Lord, 1986

Mesoforms Erosional Streamlined residuals Isolated erosional forms 100 m–1

km in length and 10–100 m in

height

Baker, 1978, 1988; Komar, 1984

Obstacle and iceblock marks Deposition found in association

with pendant and expansion bars

respectively

Baker, 1973; Fay, 2002

Wash limits Sometimes found along channel or

valley margins; scour lines,

deposits, sediment or debris lines

Maizels, 1995

Boulder surfaces and

boulder bars

Boulder-strewn and armoured

surfaces fluvially transported

boulder erratics; boulders several

metres in diameter can be

transported with sufficient gradients

Baker, 1973, 1978; O’Conner, 1993

Depositional Megaripples Correspond to bedform regime of

fluvial dunes and to specific

palaeoflow parameters such as

velocity and discharge

Baker, 1973; Maizels, 1995; Carling,

1996

Bars Very coarse-grained bars, mostly

along channel margins

Carling et al., 2002a

Kettled surface Kettles formed from melt out of

‘submerged’ ice blocks, may be on

bar surface, or occur in ‘trains’

Fay, 2002

Slackwater deposits Extensive deposits found in

tributary mouths

Baker, 1973; Baker and Bunker, 1985

Microforms Potholes, flutes, obstacle marks,

and grooves

Found on bedrock-scoured channel

floors and occasionally channel

walls; most prominent in zones of

constriction

Hancock et al., 1998; Whipple et al.,

2000

NB=wash limits may be either erosional and/or depositional.
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mapping of subaerial lava flows and landforms.

Additionally, observations and measurements of me-

soscale and microscale jökulhlaup impacts were

made during these field seasons. Remotely sensed
and field data therefore, firstly, characterised geo-

morphology; secondly, identified jökulhlaup route-

ways; and, thirdly, interpreted characteristics of those

jökulhlaups from this evidence.
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5. The geomorphology of Kverkfjallarani

Geomorphological forms of Kverkfjallarani that

are described within this paper are located in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 also locates place names mentioned in the text.

5.1. Erosional forms

Many of the 100-m-high and kilometre-long par-

allel pillow–hyaloclastite ridges of Kverkfjallarani

have been streamlined to a ‘lemniscate’ (Komar,

1984) form. This lemniscate form is achieved due to

ridge narrowing by erosion and ridge extension by

deposition. Bedrock ridge flanks have become ero-

sively streamlined to form steep-sided cliffs. Cliff

sections are occasionally smoothed and polished up

to a height of a few metres above the present valley

floor. Extended ridge sections are depositional tear-

drop-shaped ‘tails’ that are up to 6–7 m high and 20–

25 m long. The height of these tails always decreases

down-valley. A tail comprises unconsolidated and

heterogeneous boulder, cobble, and pebble-sized

clasts. Clasts are dominated by grey basalt, although

volcaniclastic materials such as pumice, scoria, and

spatter are also present.

Two different types of gorge are present within

Kverkfjallarani. The largest (type 1) gorges are up to

30 m deep and 20 m wide, and are cut into pillow–

hyaloclastite ridge walls (Fig. 3a). Type 1 gorges

sometimes contain a subaerial lava lip (Fig. 3b). All

of the type 1 gorges are located proximal to the

present-day ice margin and occur at the head of a

major valley (Fig. 2). Smaller (type 2) gorges are

approximately 15–20 m deep and are found at the

margins of valleys, alongside pillow–hyaloclastite

ridges. Besides their location, type 2 gorges are

distinct from those of type 1 because the gorge walls

are of differing geology. Type 2 gorges have one wall

of pillow–hyaloclastite and one wall of subaerial lava

(Fig. 4). The subaerial lava flow may, in some cases,

be a single unit, or in others contain several strata.

Subaerial lava flow edges and compound flow

units within Kverkfjallarani form shallow lobes. Many

of the lobes terminate with a shallow but abrupt cliff

or step. These steps are up to 4 m high and can extend

across entire valley cross-sections. The largest steps

are incised and form dry headcuts, or ‘cataracts’ (e.g.,

Baker, 1973).
Valley-wide tracts of postglacial subaerial lava

flows in Kverkfjallarani (Karhunen, 1988) tend to

lack an upper air-cooled ‘clinker’ surface. One of

the few remaining clinker surfaces is shown in Fig.

5 for comparison with later figures. The general

absence of clinker is conspicuous because of the

proximity of fissures and cones, which, when active

during the Biskupsfell eruption (Karhunen, 1988),

would not only have produced lava but also airfall

and/or rheomorphic material (Cas and Wright, 1988).

Rheomorphic material includes ash, lapilli, and spatter

and scoria clasts that have undergone postdepositional

secondary flowage (Wolff and Wright, 1981). The

absence of clinker, which is the natural upper unit of a

lava flow (Fig. 5), exposes massive basalt blocks (Fig.

5), which are characteristic of lava flows (Cas and

Wright, 1988).

Bedrock block-basalt surfaces in Kverkfjallarani

feature erosional microforms such as scallops, flutes,

linear scours, and potholes (e.g., Hancock et al., 1998;

Whipple et al., 2000) (Fig. 6). Erosional microforms

within Kverkfjallarani can have a limited spatial

extent, such as within high-gradient reaches or upon

a gorge or step lip, or else can be widespread across

and down-valley.

5.2. Depositional forms

The outwash fan immediately in front of Kverkjö-

kull is the most extensive landform in Kverkfjallarani

(Fig. 2). Aerial photographs show that jökulhlaups

prior to and post 1986 have incised into this fan and

cut sections up to 15 m high. This and other similar

but smaller outwash fans (Fig. 2) that have become

truncated by the present-day Jökulsá á Fjöllum have

surfaces of mixed lithology subangular gravel, cob-

bles, and isolated boulders.

Many of the Kverkfjallarani valleys contain valley-

marginal terraces (Fig. 2) that are up to 15 m above

the present channel floor. Terraces are distinguishable

from slope material by a change in clast lithology and

a change in slope gradient. Additionally, terrace-like

deposits overlie subaerial lava flows. In a few excep-

tional locations, lava lobes are truncated and incised,

leaving a shallow entrenched channel and subsequent

depositional terraces on several levels (Fig. 7).

Fluvial deposits within the major Kverkfjallarani

valleys often extend into the mouth of tributary



Fig. 2. Geomorphological forms within Kverkfjallarani that are described in this paper. Place names mentioned in the text are also located.
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Fig. 3. Type 1 pillow lava gorges (a) without a subaerial lava lip and (b) with a subaerial lava lip. In both cases, flow direction is out of the page.

Note highlighted persons for scale.
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valleys. These tributary valley sediments are typically

situated 5–6 m above the main valley floor. Similar

deposits are also located behind prominent pillow–

hyaloclastite ridges that are marginal but parallel to

the main valley axis. The surfaces of both valley and

tributary valley sediments are composed of hetero-

lithic gravel, sand, and occasional silt with isolated

pebbles.

Valley floors within Kverkfjallarani also exhibit

boulder clusters and boulder bars. Boulder clusters are

isolated groups of boulders, typically comprising four
Fig. 4. Example of type 2 gorges, each with a p
to six clasts, all of which are in contact with each

other and roughly aligned behind each other. Boulder

clusters within Kverkfjallarani have a plan form in

which the long axis is oriented parallel to the valley

axis. The long axis of a boulder cluster is defined as

that which passes as closely as possible through the

centre of all clasts within a cluster. Boulder clusters

are located primarily upon scoured bedrock block-

basalt surfaces. Boulder clusters upon gorge or step

lips are well imbricated, and each cluster contains

boulders of similar size, of up to 1.3 m (Fig. 8).
illow lava wall and a subaerial lava wall.



Fig. 5. Section through a subaerial lava flow in Kverkfjallarani. The clinker surface, which includes air-cooled lava, airfall, and some

rheomorphic materials, is easily eroded by jökulhlaup flows. The underlying massive basalt blocks may become plucked or scoured (see Fig. 6).

In this case, the subaerial lava has inundated ‘wet’ jökulhlaup deposits, resulting in a fragmented ‘hyaloclastite’ base to the flow.
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Boulder bars are distinguished from boulder clus-

ters because they are disorganised arrangements of

boulders that are located immediately downstream of

valley constrictions. Kverkfjallarani boulder bars

extend up to 100 m downstream and stand up to 4

m above the surrounding valley floor. Individual

boulder clasts upon boulder bars occasionally display

poor imbrication, with the boulder clast a–b plane

orientated transverse to the main valley axis. Indi-
vidual boulder clast diameters have a mean length of

1.3 m, although there is a wide range of these clast

sizes. Boulder bars are exclusively located within

depositional zones.

Boulder accumulations are also found within

Kverkfjallarani at the head of cataracts and around

subaerial lava protrusions. These lemniscate-shaped

boulder accumulations are just short in height of the

depth of the cataract and extend downstream for



Fig. 6. Typical scoured bedrock surfaces in Kverkfjallarani. (a) clinker removal, (b) linear grooves, and (c) p-forms. Arrows denote palaeoflow

direction, and persons and field notebook provide scale.
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several tens of metres (Fig. 9b). We term these

particular accumulations as ‘cataract-fill mounds’

because of their situation and form. Cataract-fill

boulders are poorly imbricated and exhibit poorly

defined downstream decreases in size. Boulders are

clast-supported but have interstitial material of cob-

bles and gravel of mixed lithology.

Cataract-fill mounds within Kverkfjallarani are

very similar in appearance to clusters around sub-

aerial lava projections. Subaerial lava projections of

up to 6 m above the valley floor within Kverkfjal-

larani are surrounded by either imbricated boulders

of up to 75 cm diameter on the up-valley side and/or

a boulder and cobble tail on the down-valley side

(Fig. 9a). Clasts within the tail are supported within

a poorly sorted heterolithic matrix of cobbles and

gravel.
6. Interpretation: jökulhlaup routeways

Landforms within Kverkfjallarani have properties

and characteristics that test hypotheses of processes

responsible for forming the Kverkfjallarani landscape.

For example, glacier-fed meltwater cannot be respon-

sible for the formation of a landscape where evidence

of flow volumes that are simply too large and pow-

erful to be generated by glacier melt are identified.

Such evidence include cataracts, spillways, boulder

deposits, and slackwater deposits. These landforms

and sediments have been previously documented in

association with the largest outburst floods known to

have occurred on Earth (e.g., Baker, 1973; Baker and

Bunker, 1985; Carling, 1996; Rudoy, 2002; Carling et

al., 2002a). This is because cataracts reflect intensive

erosion, boulder deposits reflect high competence



Fig. 7. Gorges tend to be located between high topographic ridges. In this example, subaerial lava steps are incised beneath the gorge mouth (a).

These steps are therefore erosional surfaces (b) but have subsequently become inundated by sediment (c). The location and orientation of (b) and

(c) are indicated in (a). Major arrows reflect palaeoflow direction and a field notebook indicates scale.

Fig. 8. Imbricated boulder clusters with clast a-axis transverse to flow typically occur in Kverkfjallarani on boulder bar surfaces (a) and on

subaerial lava steps (b). Arrows denote palaeoflow directions and a field notebook provides an indication of scale. White lines indicate

orientation of b-axis (i.e., imbrication angle).
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Fig. 9. Obstacles firstly intensify local subaerial lava step erosion and secondly produce a tail of sediment. These obstacle marks (a) are similar

in morphology to cataract-fill mounds (b). Arrows denote palaeoflow direction.
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bedload transport and spillways, and slackwater

deposits mark flow depths and inundation extents

far above and beyond ‘normal’. Indeed, within

Kverkfjallarani, all of these landforms are located

several kilometres from and hundreds of metres alti-

tudinally above perennial drainage routes, demonstrat-

ing an exceptionally high-magnitude discharge from

an unusual origin.

A hypothesis that glacial processes are solely

responsible for the landforms within Kverkfjallarani

can be refuted where evidence of localised and

intricate patterns of erosion and deposition are ob-

served. Such evidence particularly include boulder

clusters that contain imbricated clasts. Both erosional

and depositional landforms within Kverkfjallarani are

spatially distinct from each other and all types occur

across Kverkfjallarani. For example, gorges are not

confined to ice-proximal areas and cataracts to distal

zones. Furthermore, erosional zones within Kverkf-

jallarani occur within topographically confined zones

and upon relatively unconfined valley surfaces,

against valley floors and in the middle of valley

floors; are orientated down-valley, across valley, or

are without preferential orientation; and are both

locally entrenched features or superficially abraded

features. These spatially variable characteristics are

incompatible with widespread glacial erosion (e.g.,

Stokes, 1999; Stokes and Clark, 2001). Finally, the

direct association of virtually all of the Kverkfjallarani

landforms with postglacial subaerial lava from the
Biskupsfell eruption unequivocally shows that they

have been formed during the Holocene.

Postglacial volcanic processes cannot be solely

responsible for forming the landforms observed

within Kverkfjallarani. This is because effusive vol-

canic processes produce either homogenous airfall or

consolidated lava flows (Cas and Wright, 1988).

However, in Kverkfjallarani, airfall tuff is totally

absent from valley floors (although abundant on

some ridge slopes) and lava flows, and has become

partially eroded. Furthermore, depositional forms

such as streamlined ridge ‘tails’ and slackwater

sediments are actually composed of volcaniclastic

material that has obviously been reworked.

Jökulhlaups are the only process that can ac-

count for the extent, magnitude, and nature of the

erosion and deposition observed within Kverkfjal-

larani. Indeed, no observations within Kverkfjallar-

ani can refute a jökulhlaup hypothesis. Further-

more, several landforms within Kverkfjallarani

are diagnostic of jökulhlaups because they are

evidence of a high-magnitude palaeofluvial regime

that was totally unrelated to present drainage

conditions. Diagnostic evidence of jökulhlaups in

Kverkfjallarani includes large-scale cataracts and

spillways, remnants and scours around obstacles,

boulder bars, and boulder clusters, particularly

those with imbricated clasts and slackwater depos-

its containing exotic volcaniclastic and high-energy

fluvial deposits.



Fig. 10. Anastomosing complex of surfaces in Kverkfjallarani that have been inundated by two large jökulhlaups from the Kverkfjöll ice margin

during the Holocene. These surfaces or palaeochannels disappear beneath moraine in the proximal reaches and also merge with palaeochannels

from Dyngjujökull in the distal reaches. Present-day jökulhlaups and the present-day Jökulsá á Fjöllum have incised and truncated outwash fans

from the Kverkfjöll ice marginal jökulhlaups. The location of other diagrams in this paper are given for reference.
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Modern jökulhlaups from Kverkfjöll discharge

through the snout of Kverkjökull along the Volga

river at an elevation of approximately 900 m a.s.l

(Fig. 10). These modern jökulhlaups are confined to a

shallow trench incised into outwash fan sediments. In

contrast, the spatial arrangement of jökulhlaup

impacts within Kverkfjallarani suggests that jökulhla-

ups have also inundated an anastomosing complex of

valley-wide surfaces (Fig. 10). These ‘abandoned’

jökulhlaup surfaces or ‘palaeochannels’ have multiple

exit points from the ice margin. The elevations of

palaeochannels range from 900 m a.s.l. at the snout of

Kverkjökull to 1400 m a.s.l. to the south of Borgarfell

(Fig. 10). Palaeochannel gradients are typically 0.02–

0.05, although much steeper segments and steps

frequently occur as a result of the morphology of

subglacial and subaerial lava.

Palaeochannels proximal to the ice margin are

located largely within valleys between parallel fis-

sures. Parallel fissures extend northwards across

Kverkfjallarani, distinguished by 100- to 150-m-high

ridges of subglacially formed pillow lava and hyalo-
Fig. 11. Two examples of boulder run-ups in Kverkfjallarani. Boulder ru

superelevated bedload transport as flow negotiates an obstacle. Arrows de
clastite material (Karhunen, 1988). Whilst fissures

determine the location and extent of the ridges, their

streamlined morphology may be due to the passage of

large subaerial jökulhlaups. Streamlined ridges are

impacts that have also been documented as a result

of the Lake Missoula floods (e.g., Baker, 1978).

Pillow–hyaloclastite ridges also determine rapid

channel cross-section contractions and expansions,

resulting in palaeochannel widths that vary from a

few tens of metres to several kilometres. Variations in

channel widths have resulted in variations in flow

depth. Deposits within Kverkfjallarani that indicate

flow depth have localised heights above the present-

day valley floor of up to 15–20 m. However, wash

limits within Kverkfjallarani typically suggest 3- to 8-

m-deep flows. In a few situations, boulders have run

up the stoss side of a low mound (Fig. 11). Boulder

run-ups are interpreted to be the product of turbulent

flows, creating superelevated bedload transport as

flow negotiates an obstacle. In many locations, the

Kverkfjallarani palaeochannels are connected to an

adjacent flood routeway via a low col or saddle. These
n-ups are interpreted to be the product of turbulent flows creating

note palaeoflow direction.
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zones are termed as spillways. In a few exceptional

cases, some spillways have developed into high but

poorly incised cataracts.

Gorges, cataracts, and spillways are the product of

intensive downcutting from a knickpoint and have

been previously documented in association with

jökulhlaups (e.g., Baker, 1978, 1988; Kehew and

Lord, 1986). However, cataract-fill mounds have not

been reported in the literature. Cataract-fill mounds

are interpreted to be the product of localised variations

in flow hydraulics. A free shear layer will naturally

develop over a cataract, which is in effect a forward-

facing step. The cataract thus creates a hydraulic

jump, increasing local erosional plucking at that point.

This erosion deepens and widens the plunge pool area

throughout the rising stage of the flow until after peak

flow whereupon flow energies decreases. After this

point, entrained boulders are deposited at the foot of

the cataract where flow energies accelerated over the

cataract are naturally dissipated. The buildup of ma-

terial within the cataract further forms an obstacle to

the continuing but waning flow, accentuating the

lemniscate form and extending the bar downstream

through deposition within a fluidal recirculating sep-

aration zone (Mair and Maull, 1971; Brayshaw et al.,

1983). In model simulations, similar localised flow

hydraulic changes have been shown to produce un-

dulating channel walls and to promote within-channel

deposition (Wohl, 2002). In short, it is probable that

cataract-fill mounds were deposited by waning turbu-

lent vortices generated by flow over the cataract.
7. Discussion: characteristics of the

Kverkfjallarani jökulhlaups

7.1. The source and trigger of the Kverkfjöll

jökulhlaups

At their northernmost extent, Kverkfjallarani palae-

ochannels merge with those from the Dyngjujökull ice

margin, which have completely surrounded Rifnihju-

kur mountain and entered the distal expanses of

Hraundalur (Fig. 10). Although Kverkfjallarani palae-

ochannels are spatially distinct from those from

Dyngjujökull, it is important to consider that across

the northern margin of Vatnajökull, subglacial topog-

raphy has a strong control on jökulhlaup routing
(Björnsson and Einarsson, 1991). The same source

such as Kverkfjöll could have routed jökulhlaups

through both Dyngjujökull and Kverkjökull simulta-

neously. However, if jökulhlaups were triggered from

either the calderas of Barðabunga or Grimsvötn, as

suggested by Tómasson (1973) and Björnsson (2002),

they would be most unlikely to route through the

Kverkfjöll ice margin, simply because the 1920-m-

high Kverkfjöll volcano is blocking the route. Jökulh-

laups triggered from Barðabunga or Grimsvötn would

therefore be much more likely to route along the lower

elevations of Dyngjujökull and hence into the Jökulsá

á Fjöllum.

Therefore, jökulhlaups that have routed through

Kverkfjallarani are almost certain to have been

triggered from Kverkfjöll volcano. A trigger for a

jökulhlaup at Kverkfjöll could be any one of a

number of events, from excessive lake water pres-

sure causing an ice dam breach, to direct volcanic

melting. Waitt (2002) argues that it is difficult to see

how Kverkfjöll might produce a quantity of meltwa-

ter responsible for the entire flow of the largest

Jökulsá á Fjöllum jökulhlaups. However, the two

8� 5 km calderas of Kverkfjöll, which are 100 and

500 m deep (Thórarinsson et al., 1973), might each

conceivably be the source of some 108 m3 of

meltwater. Jökulhlaup reservoir volumes are related

to jökulhlaup peak discharges by the empirical

equation of Clague and Matthews (1973). This

equation indicates that a jökulhlaup from either one

of the main Kverkfjöll calderas could achieve a peak

discharge of 105 m3 s� 1. Although this peak dis-

charge is an order of magnitude less than estimates

of that for the largest Jökulsá á Fjöllum jökulhlaup

(e.g., Waitt, 2002), smaller Jökulsá á Fjöllum jökulh-

laups (e.g., Helgason, 1987) could realistically have

originated from Kverkfjöll.

The 100- to 150-m-high fissure-erupted ridges

that dominate Kverkfjallarani probably continue be-

neath Kverkfjöll, since the whole northern caldera of

Kverkfjöll is volcanically and tectonically active

(Ólafsson et al., 2003). The passage of a jökulhlaup

from Kverkfjöll through the Kverkjökull glacier

would therefore have been strongly dictated by the

subglacial topography. This topographical control

would result in high stream powers due to the steep

slopes. In such circumstances, it is not difficult to

envisage subglacial, englacial, and supraglacial out-
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bursts of high-energy meltwater during a jökulhlaup,

such as that documented on Skeiðarárjökull in No-

vember 1996 by Roberts et al. (2000). As such, it is

certainly possible that several outlets from the

Kverkjökull glacier were active at the same time,

resulting in simultaneous inundation of the vast

majority of the Kverkfjallarani routeways. Alterna-

tively, several different jökulhlaups from Kverkfjöll

may have been issued from separate locations along

the ice margin.

7.2. The number and age of the Kverkfjöll jökulhlaups

At several locations within Kverkfjallarani, it is

apparent that a jökulhlaup surface has been overridden

by lava. Figs. 12a–d illustrate four separate locations

where an older jökulhlaup surface has become over-

lain by a postglacial subaerial lava flow. These sepa-

rate locations are identified in Fig. 10. Older surfaces

are characteristically the same as outwash surfaces. As

such, they feature heterolithic and exotic materials
Fig. 12. Four examples (a–d; located in Fig. 10) of locations where surface

with outwash sediments and exotic boulders are overlain by subaerial lav

erosion and deposition from a second large jökulhlaup.
comprising basalt and volcaniclastic clasts. Clasts are

generally subrounded and poorly sorted. The postgla-

cial lava flows are a product of a Biskupsfell eruption

(Karhunen, 1988). These postglacial subaerial lava

flows may themselves display evidence of having

become scoured by jökulhlaups. Scoured lava surfa-

ces also feature superimposed stranded boulders,

some of which are in clusters. Therefore, a simple

surface chronology suggests that at least two large

jökulhlaups have routed through Kverkfjallarani dur-

ing the Holocene. These two jökulhlaups both predate

and postdate a Biskupsfell eruption, since the Bis-

kupsfell lava flows occur stratigraphically between

them. The exact interaction, if any, of either of the

jökulhlaups with the volcanic eruptions remains open

to debate. However, limited exposure of sections

through subaerial lava flows reveals fragmented hya-

loclastite at the base of subaerial units (Fig. 5). This

illustrates that subaerial lava has overflowed ‘wet’

jökulhlaup deposits, implying a coupling of the two

events.
stratigraphy suggests the passage of two jökulhlaups. Older surfaces

a flows. These subaerial lava flows themselves contain evidence of
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7.3. Flow characteristics of the Kverkfjallarani

jökulhlaups

Regardless of the exact trigger mechanism,

jökulhlaups exiting from Kverkfjöll at elevations up

to 500 m above the present glacier snout will have

had high stream powers and therefore a high sedi-

ment entrainment and erosion potential. Routing

through the high and complex relief of the proglacial

landscape of Kverkfjallarani (Fig. 13a), jökulhlaups

will have been confined and concentrated, resulting

in amplified flow energy and power (Fig. 13b).

Thus, besides determining the pattern of flow rout-

ing, the proglacial topography of Kverkfjallarani has

had a strong influence upon the hydraulics of

jökulhlaups from the Kverkfjöll ice margin.

Palaeostage indicators including slackwater surfa-

ces, boulder bars, and wash limits within Kverkfjal-

larani are highly varied in location and prominence, as

are the location and intensity of erosional and depo-

sitional landforms. Erosional landforms testify to high

stream powers (Fig. 13c), whilst large boulder bars,

terraces, and slackwater deposits reflect sediment-rich

flows. Therefore, both the depth of inundation and

bed shear stresses would have been highly varied,

both in a proximal–distal direction as well as across

channel sections. The complexity of the jökulhlaup

flows through Kverkfjallarani would have been fur-

ther exacerbated by the steep and rapidly changing

gradients, which range from vertical spillway cliffs,

through steps, to valley floors and slackwater zones

within tributary valley mouths and rapid channel

contractions and expansions (Fig. 13d and e). Such

abrupt changes in channel shape and gradient had a

profound effect upon the pattern of flow, and hence

upon the geomorphic impacts of the flow. Jökulhlaups

through Kverkfjallarani would most likely have been

highly turbulent with frequent hydraulic jumps, large-

scale eddies, and subsequent shear boundaries be-

tween fast and almost stationary components of the

flow.

Variabilities in flow velocities, energies, and po-

wers of jökulhlaups through Kverkfjallarani are fur-

ther dictated by geological characteristics of the

jökulhlaup routeways. For example, subaerial lava

flows from the Biskupsfell eruption (Fig. 13f) are

intimately linked with jökulhlaup impacts in Kverkf-

jallarani. For example, type 2 gorges run parallel to
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the valley axis between a subaerial lava flow and a

pillow–hyaloclastite ridge. In Kverkfjallarani, these

gaps appear to have been widened and deepened by

jökulhlaup flows (Fig. 13g). The concentration of

flow in these zones would probably have initiated

because subaerial lava flows rarely abut directly

against the pillow–hyaloclastite ridges, but stop some

metres short. This is a product of subaerial lava

rheology, which typically develops marginal lobes

due to internal cohesion and internal yield strength,

the definition of which varies with the channel bed

gradient (e.g., Gregg and Fink, 2000). It is these

shallow bedrock depressions, running parallel and

marginal to a valley, that become entrenched by a

jökulhlaup to form a gorge (Fig. 13g).

The depth of entrenchment of both type 1 and

type 2 gorges (up to 25 m in some cases) might be

taken to imply a long duration of a jökulhlaup or the

passage of several jökulhlaups. However, pillow–

hyaloclastite ridges typically become weathered into

hyaloclastite scree composed entirely of uniformly

‘brick’-sized and -shaped clasts (Cas and Wright,

1988). Whilst such hyaloclastite scree slopes are a

prominent feature in the present-day valleys of

Kverkfjallarani, undercutting of the slope by a large

jökulhlaup would cause hyaloclastite scree material

many metres above the water surface to collapse.

The exposed but intact pillows beneath the flow

depth would be highly susceptible to further dis-

lodgement by high-magnitude fluvial processes such

as cavitation, plucking, and abrasion (Whipple et al.,

2000). However, whilst the extent of effective geo-

morphic work that appears to have been achieved by

outburst flows from Kverkfjöll is, in places, consid-

erable, a direct inference of high stream powers or a

long flow duration cannot be made because the

thresholds for dislodgement and entrainment of vol-

canically derived material are uncertain.

Rapid changes in the hydraulics of jökulhlaup

flows have arisen due to the presence of compound

lava flows over most of the Kverkfjallarani valley

floors. Compound lava flows naturally promote steps

due to their composition of many successive flow

units. These steps are accentuated in the present-day

landscape because they have either become plucked

by jökulhlaup flows, or because they support terraces

of sedimentary material (Fig. 13g). Subaerial lava

steps may also be accentuated by jökulhlaups accel-



Fig. 13. Conceptual model of the evolution of jökulhlaup impacts within an active volcanic rifting zone. Each jökulhlaup event may be split into

three phases; intensive erosion during the rising stage of the hydrograph, deposition and minor erosion during the falling stage, and, finally,

widespread deposition as flows dissipate. The present-day landforms are Bb, boulder bar; C, cataract; Cf, cataract-fill mound; G, gorge; p-f, p-

forms; S, slackwater sediments; Sp, spillway; s, step; T, terrace; Of, outwash fan; Vf, valley-fill sediments.
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erating around an obstacle such as a stable subaerial

lava projection. Some of the blocks removed from the

edges of the compound lava steps by jökulhlaups in

Kverkfjallarani are up to 3 m in diameter, suggesting a

high flow competence. Carling et al. (2002b) demon-

strated that water depths roughly equivalent to that of

a boulder diameter are capable of removing both

individual and cluster-marginal stacked blocks.

Erosion of the postglacial subaerial lava clinker

within Kverkfjallarani would have been particularly

effective by jökulhlaup flows. The threshold for

detachment is largely a function of the lava surface

roughness or protrusion into the flow. Rough surfaces

are highly susceptible to erosion by hydraulic action

(Baker, 1988; Whipple et al., 2000; Wohl, 2002),

which would be particularly effective in Kverkfjallar-

ani because any scoria, lapilli, small blocks and

bombs, and pumice deposits that might be on a

prejökulhlaup surface have low material densities

(Cas and Wright, 1988). Beneath the rough clinker

surface, the large basaltic blocks of the subaerial lava

flows are also susceptible to detachment due to

vertical jointing in basalt and the increased density

of these joints at the surface. The volcanic nature of

Kverkfjallarani has determined that material trans-

ported by the Kverkfjallarani jökulhlaups is strongly

bimodal. Clast sizes range from the basaltic sand-

sized airfall tephra through scoria, spatter, and lapilli

to pillow lava cobbles. However, there are no clast

sizes between these cobbles and the massive metre–

diameter basaltic boulders.

Jökulhlaups through Kverkfjallarani are therefore

likely to have been at least initially sediment-rich.

This initial supply of sediment would come from

preexisting (unconsolidated) valley-fill, which is of

either subaerial volcanic or of weathered subglacial

origin. This sediment is likely to be quickly re-

moved, due to the high competence and capacity

of the flows (Fig. 13b). With continuing rising stage,

erosion and sculpting of the massive basalt bedrock

would progress (Fig. 13c). Thus, cataracts, steps, and

sculpted bedrock forms would develop (Fig. 13d). At

peak discharge, bedrock erosion was greatest, espe-

cially as flows probably gained competence because

they were no longer sediment-laden, due to the shear

volume of water and already-eroded alluvium. How-

ever, suspended load was deposited in slackwater

zones at this time (e.g., Baker, 1978; Fig. 13d).
Subsequently, the decrease in sediment supply allows

the continuing flows to achieve some waning stage

erosion. Hence, terraces are formed. Boulder bars

and boulder clusters are deposited as the capacity to

transport bedload diminishes further (Fig. 13d). Fi-

nally, as the jökulhlaup recedes completely and

probably quite quickly, widespread deposition that

is dominated by aggradational valley fill deposits

occurs (Fig. 13e). Jökulhlaups in Kverkfjallarani

have occurred both before and after the Biskupsfell

eruption (Fig. 13f). This model provides a summary

of the impacts and the controls upon the impacts of

jökulhlaups through Kverkfjallarani (Fig. 13g). At-

tention is drawn to scoured subaerial lava surfaces

that have been stripped of clinker, gorges within

pillow–hyaloclastite ridges, gorges between pil-

low–hyaloclastite ridges, and subaerial lava flows,

subaerial lava lobe steps, cataract-fill mounds, and

boulder run-ups. These landforms have not previous-

ly been documented in association with jökulhlaups

(Table 1B) and are the product of topographic,

geologic, and, to a lesser extent, climatic influences

upon the Kverkfjallarani landscape.

7.4. Comparison with other jökulhlaups

The Kverkfjallarani jökulhlaups produced a range

of both erosional and depositional landforms, all of

which are confined to a greater or lesser extent

within valleys dictated by bedrock topography and

geology. This environmental control on jökulhlaup

impacts contrasts with unconfined jökulhlaups that

drain onto the southern Icelandic sandar, for exam-

ple. Unconfined Icelandic sandar jökulhlaups pro-

duce almost entirely depositional landforms, with

some erosion of alluvium. It is therefore the erosion-

al impacts of jökulhlaups from Lake Missoula, the

Lake Bonneville jökulhlaup, and the Altai jökulhla-

ups that are most similar, albeit on a larger scale, to

those found within Kverkfjallarani. However, the

palaeostage evidence of the Kverkfjallarani jökulhla-

ups suggests much lower flow depths than those of

the Altai, for example, where depths up to 90 m

(Carling et al., 2002a) and even 2–300 m (Baker et

al., 1993) have been suggested. With consideration

of the high channel gradients, high cross-sectional

variability, and the nature of the sediment supply, we

might suggest that, in comparison to other jökulhla-



Table 1B

Geomorphological key criteria for distinguishing jökulhlaup

impacts within an active volcanic rifting zone

Additional

geomorphological

criteria for

distinguishing

jökulhlaups

within an active

volcanic rifting

zone

Geomorphological

characteristics

Selected

references

Macroforms Gorges and

cataracts

(associated

with pillow

and/or

subaerial lava)

Gorges and dry

water falls or

head cuts within

pillow lava

(type 1) and

between pillow

lava and

subaerial lava

flows (type 2)

Baker, 1973;

Kehew and

Lord, 1986;

Rudoy, 2002;

this study

Scoured surface;

scabbed

subaerial lava

Extensive valley-

wide extent of

microforms;

subaerial lava

with clinker

removed from the

surface to expose

massive basalt

blocks, which

may display

p-forms

Kehew and

Lord, 1986;

this study

Mesoforms Accentuated

subaerial

lava step

Plucked and

abraded lava step

up to 5 m high,

often with valley-

wide extent

This study

Cataract-fill

deposits

Boulders and

cobbles within

a cataract; poorly

imbricated

and subangular

This study

Some landforms are previously undocumented.

NB=wash limits may be either erosional and/or depositional.
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ups, those through Kverkfjallarani would most likely

have been highly turbulent and supercritical over

large areas of the channel bed. Additionally, volcanic

material within Kverkfjallarani creates a very high

hydraulic roughness, especially upon flows of a few

metres depth. This high hydraulic roughness would

result in more rapid downstream attenuation of

discharge than in other outburst flows, due to high

energy losses.
8. Conclusions and wider implications

Valley landforms within Kverkfjallarani are the

product of glacial outburst floods or jökulhlaups.

Indeed, in several locations, the presence of a ‘washed’

subaerial lava flow upon jökulhlaup deposits suggests

the passage of at least two jökulhlaups during the

Holocene, occurring prior to and after a postglacial

Biskupsfell volcanic eruption. These Holocene jökulh-

laups have routed from multiple points along the

present Kverkfjöll ice margin. Present-day jökulhlaups

from the snout of Kverkjökull are extremely limited in

extent and impact when compared to the Kverkfjallar-

ani palaeochannels. Proglacial impacts of the Holo-

cene jökulhlaups through Kverkfjallarani are strongly

determined by geological density, jointing, and mor-

phology present within an active volcanic rifting

landscape. The proglacial topography, geology, and

interevent processes have determined the quantity and

nature of sediment supply to a jökulhlaup. Sediment

supply is likely to have been highly variable, being

initially abundant but becoming exhausted quickly and

perhaps replenished with waning stage erosion. Thus,

both intense erosional and depositional phases will

have occurred during each jökulhlaup event.

In comparison to other well-documented jökulhla-

ups, jökulhlaup flows through Kverkfjallarani are

therefore likely to have been fluidal, turbulent, and

supercritical, although with high sediment concen-

trations and spatially variable hydraulic properties.

These flow characteristics have produced several

landforms that are analagous to the largest floods

known to have occurred on Earth, and some that are

previously undocumented. Previously undocumented

landforms are subaerial lava surfaces that have been

scoured of the upper clinker, gorges within pillow–

hyaloclastite ridges, gorges between pillow–hyalo-

clastite ridges and subaerial lava flows, subaerial

lava lobe steps, cataract-fill mounds, and boulder

run-ups.

These observations are directly relevant for Icelan-

dic inhabitants and authorities, since a jökulhlaup was

gauged along the Jökulsá á Fjöllum in 1987 (Sigurðs-

son et al., 1992) and a jökulhlaup originated from

Kverkfjöll in January of 2002 (Sigurðsson et al.,

2002). Jökulhlaups are likely to occur in the future

along the Jökulsá á Fjöllum and an assessment of their

impact may be made more successfully with knowl-
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edge of their behaviour and flow characteristics. This

paper contributes towards that knowledge. Addition-

ally, the new landforms and processes identified

within this study may also be applied to the exami-

nation of high magnitude flows in similar semiarid

and/or volcanic landscapes and on similar terrain,

such as on the flanks of other glaciated volcanoes.
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